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Abstract
The observations of naturalists and explorers have been used as historical sources for
determining baseline wildlife conditions from the earliest practice of modern ecology.
These sources are rarely critically analyzed, however, and are often incorporated into
contemporary scientific literature advocating the conservation and restoration of wildlife.
This paper argues that combining approaches from environmental history and recent
ecological research will allow for the interrogation of original sources and the application
of scientific concepts that questions the assumptions underlying historical baselines.

Peter Matthiessen’s Wildlife in America was one of the first popular books to provide a
comprehensive account of the staggering population declines of North American fauna
since the arrival of Europeans. Drawing on the field notes and papers of natural
historians, Matthiessen invokes images of pre-contact North American wildlife
abundance and subsequent declines as a prelude to his call for restoration of the most
critically endangered species. Similarly, more recent proponents of large-scale wildlife
restoration programs almost inevitably invoke past images of pre-contact wildlife superabundance to justify their initiatives. Where once large animals numbered in the
millions, they suggest, now only thousands or even hundreds of individuals have
survived the cumulative impacts of European settlement. Thus, historical wildlife
population estimates are used to justify ambitious wildlife restoration projects, since they
provide a baseline against which to measure the destruction of nature and loss of
biodiversity at human hands.1
But where do the baseline numbers for pre-contact fauna come from? Typically,
the early twentieth-century naturalists and conservationists who first calculated historical
wildlife populations relied on rudimentary accounts of earlier explorers, geologists and
surveyors. Using these visual accounts of bison, elk, and antelope (or, in the absence of
these, using contemporaneous data from the same region on the density of domestic
livestock) early naturalists then extrapolated this number over an estimated historical
range. Ernest Thompson Seton adopted this technique throughout his influential multivolume 1927 study, The Lives of Game Animals. To calculate pre-contact bison
numbers, for example, Seton used data on horse and cattle densities to produce a
figure of sixty-five million animals. He then refined this number using the visual herd
estimates of early observers, extrapolating these numbers across the total historical
bison range in North America to produce a “safe estimate” of sixty million animals.
Using similar methods, Seton painted a fantastic portrait of bygone North America
teeming with wildlife: forty-five million antelope, forty million white tailed deer, ten million
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mule deer, ten million elk, two million bighorn sheep, one million moose, and one million
wolves, all in addition to the unimaginable numbers of bison. 2
The uncritical adoption of such speculative historical population baselines can
produce unrealistic goals within contemporary wildlife restoration projects. In the case of
the wood bison subspecies in northern Canada, for instance, a pre-contact estimate of
168,000 animals is often cited as justification for restoring seed populations throughout
their estimated historical range. This number first appeared in a report that the
Canadian government biologist J. Dewey Soper issued in 1941. As with Seton, Soper
arrived at this figure by citing several explorers’ accounts of “very plentiful” herds in the
Slave and Peace River ranges and extrapolating current estimates of the bison
population in Wood Buffalo National Park across an assumed historical range. Although
the Canadian government’s current recovery plan does not specify an absolute return to
168,000 wood bison as a primary goal, this number is often invoked as justification for
stocking the species throughout all areas within its presumed historical range.3 This
approach to wood bison recovery has proceeded without asking whether the sightings
of “very abundant” herds were spread evenly throughout the historic wood bison range,
or whether explorers travelling along the Peace River were not seeing plains bison at
the edge of their range. Without such background information, can we be certain that
the wood bison population prior to European contact consisted of more than a few
thousand animals clinging to a sparse existence at the far edge of suitable habitat on
this continent?
Despite their shortcomings, the speculative population estimates of early wildlife
scientists continue to be incorporated in some peer-reviewed scientific literature and
remain influential as credible baseline numbers. It is remarkable in particular how
Seton’s population guesswork on species such as bison, bighorn sheep, elk, and
wolves has been transmitted from the older literature to very recent scientific papers
outlining local restoration projects for these species. Even simple errors, such as the
gradual adoption of the wrong measurement units for the baseline prairie dog range—
one hundred hectares rather than the correct figure of one hundred acres—can work
their way from publication to publication and influence restoration initiations. At the very
least, it is clear that some contemporary observers derive their baseline figures without
a critical examination of original sources, transmitting extremely speculative population
figures from one publication to the next.4
With a disciplinary training devoted to the critical examination of historical
sources, much more could be done to integrate environmental history perspectives with
contemporary attempts to re-wild portions of North America. But the deficiencies in
historical data sets should only be a starting point for this discussion. Taken to its logical
extreme, such critical analysis can leave us with no basis on which to determine
historical patterns of wildlife distribution and abundance. Indeed, questions about
baseline population or range size are not unanswerable; historians have much to learn
from emerging ideas and techniques that contemporary ecologists have used to assess
historical wildlife populations and habitats.
Many of the sources ecologists use to assess historical wildlife range and
abundance are familiar to historians: museum collections, archival material, land survey
records, and oral history. In one study of the Florida grouper, for example, scientists
used newspaper accounts and archival photographs detailing catch totals and the size
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of individual fish to estimate historical population fluctuations.5 Ecologists have also
assembled historical population estimates using sources and methods that are less well
known to traditional historians, such as herbarium records, genetic analyses, sediment
cores, zooarchaelogical records, and tree ring records.6 On a more abstract level, some
ecologists have argued that remnant landscapes retaining a close resemblance to
conditions in specific historical periods (most notably protected areas) may serve as a
source of historical ecological data, a technique known as space-for-time-substitutions.7
None of these sources and analytical techniques provides an absolutely precise
window on historical wildlife populations at a particular moment of time. Indeed, most
ecologists readily acknowledge that ecological systems are not static: historical
management interventions may have so profoundly altered conditions even in protected
areas, or animal populations may have fluctuated so dramatically over time, that they
must be analyzed within a concept known as the historical range of variability. Some
techniques, such as tree-ring and sediment core analyses, explicitly measure some of
the variability in species abundance and ecological conditions through time. In other
cases where data are lacking or suspect, scientists must use modeling techniques to
determine the historical range of variability. Often this is done by back-casting, a
mathematical modeling technique that uses current data on demographic rates
(survival, reproduction) and population densities in different habitat types to estimate
historical population sizes. As Alagona (this issue) suggests, the fundamental link
between habitat change and critically engendered wildlife has been recognized for
some time. Thus, ecologists have often used current and historical landscape data
(from satellite images, air photos and maps) and land change data (which can be
complemented by archival records that document land use) to model historical land
cover and habitat types. These data can then be used to estimate historical populations
of species based on contemporary densities in different habitat types. 8
Obviously, these techniques will always retain a degree of uncertainty. Most
importantly, variations in the model inputs (i.e., which values of reproduction or survival
from current populations are used) can affect final population estimates. In addition,
while contemporary ecologists use more robust data sets than did Seton, they still face
the basic methodological problem of estimating historical wildlife populations based on
contemporary conditions that may be considerably altered. To deal with this uncertainty,
ecologists often conduct a sensitivity analysis, simulating different levels of inter-annual
variation in survival and reproduction through time and seeing how much the baseline
population estimates vary. This method explicitly rejects the idea of singular historical
population estimates, instead modeling the historical range of variability in a manner
that gives scientists a probable set of values for baseline populations.9
Ecologists have also evaluated the problem of locating a baseline population at a
particular moment in time. As with environmental historians, many ecologists have
questioned simplistic assumptions that baseline wildlife populations in North America
are inherently tied to the pre-contact period. Studies of upland birds in New England
suggested, for example, that populations increased from pre-European levels coincident
with agricultural expansion. Major declines in upland bird populations only began in the
twentieth century after reforestation that followed the abandonment of agricultural land
reclaimed suitable meadow habitats. A more recent study modeled the effects of culling
bison in enclosed reserves to mimic historical levels of predation by wolves and
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indigenous hunters in an effort to keep bison at simulated baseline densities. The
authors concluded that the North America bison population was probably closest to
baseline conditions prior to widespread Native American use of horses in the
seventeenth century rather than the more commonly cited period of westward
expansion in the nineteenth century.10
Clearly, locating a population baseline at a particular moment in time presents an
immense methodological challenge. As Barrow argues elsewhere in this issue, the fluid
nature of animal populations might prompt some to question whether it is even possible
to quantify a baseline animal population within a specific time period. But historians and
ecologists have largely abandoned the concept of static and singular baseline numbers
for pre-contact wildlife, using an array of methods that can quantify historical ranges and
fluctuations in animal populations. Working together, historians can lead scientists to
new sources of archival material and interpret historical data within broader histories of
regional environmental change while ecologists can contribute to historical knowledge
though applied analytical techniques that may verify or serve as a powerful corrective to
assumptions about wildlife populations in published and archival sources. Both forms of
knowledge are essential in the policy realm, providing a more nuanced analysis of
historical wildlife population estimates that currently guide many wildlife and habitat
restoration programs.
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